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Language acquisition for hearing and deaf infants is influenced 
by physical development, cognitive capacity, and social inter­
actional factors. Assuming the development of articulatory mus­
cles as a limiting factor for speech development, this study 
involves supplementing a hearing infant's use of speech (an oral 
mode of language) with sign language (a manual mode).
Using conversation, interactional routines (imitation and rep­
etition), and picture books, a hearing infant, E., of hearing 
parents was taught sign language and speech simultaneously during 
the period between thirteen and twenty months of age, in the 
natural setting of his home. Sign use was observed daily and 
recorded on the basis of three criteria, comprehension, use and 
spontaneous production.
Infants have the cognitive capacity to learn one language in 
two modalities such that use of sign does not interfere with 
acquisition of speech. All infants, deaf or hearing, have the 
motor control necessary to produce signs. Deaf infants or hear­
ing infants of deaf parents are motivated to learn and use sign 
language just as hearing infants are motivated to learn and use 
speecn. Tna fact that development of mol.cr control necessary to 
produce sign precedes that necessary for articulation of speech 
has been assumed to be a primary factor in early emergence of 
sign. A nearing infant of hearing parents in tnis study learns 
sign at. a comparable rate as a hearing infant of deaf parents.
Jr. is t.îie conclusion of this paper that the high degree of phys­
ical ecu tact and social inteiaccion involved in teaching sign 
language to an infant is the primary motivating factor whirl; con-
ibi;tes to not only the early emergence of sign but the early 
advrncoijiC"t from the one-sign to the two-sign stage. Deaf and 
iioarrng infants who receive bilingual or himodal linguistic input 
seeir tc In Language sensitiv e rat.iier than language handicapped-
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CHAPTER I 
DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Research Rationale and Objectives
Child development studies identify three factors influ­
encing the language acquisition process; a) innate ability, 
b) cognitive development, c) parental interaction. The 
underlying assumption is that it is "virtually impossible 
to speed up the language-learning process" (Moskowitz 1978; 
94D) .
Assuming for the moment that development of speech 
apparatus is a limiting factor in language development, 
this study posits the question; what can be learned about 
an infant's communication potential by supplementing a 
hearing infant's use of the oral mode of language with a 
manual mode (i.e. sign language)? If infants have the 
cognitive capacity and a need to communicate but lack the 
vocal dexterity, my expectation is that by increasing the 
amount of linguistic interaction between parents and infant 
through the use of sign language, the infant's rate of 
language development will increase.
Data from language acquisition studies of deaf child­
ren with deaf parents provide evidence that deaf infants 
begin language learning (use of signs) earlier than hear­
ing infants use words. The "earlier emergence and growth 
of signs is attributable to greater control of hand muscles 
as compared to oral muscles" (Hoffmeister and Wilbur 1980: 
65). I suggest that manual dexterity is only part of the
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reason. The second factor that possibly explains why deaf
children are capable of using 85-sign vocabularies at a
time when most hearing infants are just beginning to use
words was articulated best by Blanton and Brooks:
This suggests that all children may develop 
cognitive and semantic skills farther in ad­
vance of their competence to produce spoken 
language than we had supposed (1978:255, 
emphasis m i n e ).
In considering the interface between early language learning 
and language acquisition of the deaf, it is necessary to 
accept the underlying premise that the language learning 
process is the same for the deaf infant as it is for the 
hearing infant (Mclntire 1974; 1977; Bellugi and Klima 1972;
Gro s jean 1980).
One objective of this study is to focus on the pre- 
phonetic stage of language development for more information 
about the comprehension aspect and production capabilities 
of infants. Thus, the theoretical approach of this study 
centers on the communicative need or social interaction 
between infant and parents as the third factor contributing 
to earlier emergencqt of signs. A hearing infant of hearing 
parents learning sign language is in no way motivated by 
deafness, but is motivated by the need and feedback of 
communicating.
In light of the oralist premise, which states that 
part of the message is lost when speech and sign are used 
together in early instruction (Benderley 1980), one of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the research aims was to gather data on whether or not the 
use of signs would affect the acquisition of speech. Be­
cause of the difficulty in recording complete data as E.'s 
(the subject) use of speech increased, there is not suffic­
ient information to determine how acquisition of speech was 
affected (for example, the rate at which the mean length of 
utterance increased as E, began to use oral combinations.) 
However, there is evidence to report that use of sign did 
not inhibit or interfere with E.'s acquisition of speech. 
Rather, sign use enhanced our ability to understand his 
needs and perceptions as well as his ability to participate 
in socializing routines.
It is important to state that this sign language ex­
periment with a hearing infant of hearing parents is not 
equivalent to a study involving a deaf infant. As parents, 
the researchers developed verbal and non-verbal communic­
ation patterns prior to using sign with the infant. Sign 
was initiated when the needs and interests of the infant 
began to exceed these patterns. The infant's interest in 
objects increased; he started walking and exploring more of 
his environment. It is also important to note that the 
experiment may have begun sooner had the infant not been 
hospitalized during his tenth month. The evidence from 
deaf studies suggests that a hearing infant could learn 
sign; we asked the question, w o u 1d he?
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Introduction: LanguaRe Development Theories
Fowler (1983) presented a description and analysis of 
four theoretical approaches to language acquisition. He 
outlined each theory and the subsequent data used to support 
or dispute the approach.
The first, the behaviorist approach proposed by Skinner 
in 1957, has been generally criticized as too limited be­
cause it does not explain the data which demonstrate the 
child's ability to produce words and to use grammatical 
rules not used or reinforced by adults. The other three 
approaches provide the foundation for most current research.
Chomsky's nativist theory, though undergoing slight 
revisions over the last 20 years, maintained in part, that
language learning is innate, and that a certain level of
maturation is necessary before a child learns language 
(Lenneberg 1967), Subsequent to Chomsky's hypothesis of 
innate principles, or "universels of language", came his 
work on generative devices for grammar (Leiber 1975; Dale 
1972). Although many critics accept elements of the innate­
ness principles, they dismiss the approach because it does 
not adequately answer questions raised by variation in 
linguistic competence (Fowler 1983). Also, there is con­
flicting evidence concerning the maturation development 
and the first emergence of speech, and the influence of 
parental speech on a child's speech.
The cognitive approach, which emerged during the I960's
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and 1970's , integrates language acquisition into the pro­
cess of cognitive development. Piaget proposed four stages 
of cognitive development: sensorimotor, preoperational,
concrete operational, and formal operational, placing 
speech in the final stage of the sensorimotor stage, or at 
18 months. Followers of Piaget,referred to as neo-Piaget- 
ians, revised the theory to place the emergence of speech 
earlier, somewhere between 10 and 18 months. The cognitiv- 
ists outlined a variety of pre-requisites for speech use 
which include mutual control of the focus of attention, 
object identity, object permanence, imitative behavior, and 
comprehension of means-end relationship. Critics of the 
cognitive theory complained that the theory disregards the 
role that language development plays in the formation of 
concepts. Similarly, they urged more attention be given 
to the role of the environment on linguistic progress 
(Fowler 1983).
A fourth approach, referred to as social theory or 
social interactionist theory, focuses on the variables of 
the social situation and effects these variables have on 
language development (Nelson 1978). One of the most sig­
nificant of these is the parent-infant relationship. Until 
now most of the research has focused on the role of the 
mother (Ramey, F a r r a h , Campbell, and Finkelstein 1978;
Snow and Ferguson 1977). Social pre-requisites to lang­
uage identified by social interactionists include aspects
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of dialogue, turn-taking (Bruner 1978), and interactional 
routines through which children learn to participate in 
their cultural environment (Boggs and Peters 1982). Pre- 
linguistic communication is becoming a new area of research 
(Bullowa 1979). This study follows the social interaction­
ist approach, recognizing the infant's ability and need to 
communicate, the "communicative context" (Nelson 1978), 
during the pre-phonetic stage of language as a precursor 
to speech.
Fowler (1983) designed a study to determine the effect 
of developmental stimulation on early language learning 
potentials. His objective was to clarify the pre-requis­
ites of language experiences that are necessary for child­
ren to learn to speak. Fowler seemed to be asking a quest­
ion similar to ours. Since there is evidence that infants 
understand language before they produce it, is it possible 
that they can communicate earlier (with language) if given 
the means to do so? Fowler chose to instruct hearing child­
ren by means of verbal developmental stimulation as early 
as three months of age. In this study, we chose sign lang­
uage, a manual/visual mode of early instruction. The in­
fants in F o w l e r ’s study produced vocalizations between five 
and eight months of age, with word combinations appearing 
at 14 months of age. "Parent-child verbal interaction 
appeared to be related to variation in vocabulary size" 
(Fowler 1983:151).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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With his study, Fowler began the search for a new
theoretical approach, an ecological approach to the complex
process of language development. In his approach he
attempted to integrate all the existing contributions:
influences of language addressed to children, 
humans' innate capacity for the acquisition 
of language, recognition that children struc­
ture the environment differently depending on 
their point of cognitive development, and the
application of the significance of the social
setting upon the communicative skills (Fowler 
1983:174).
Sign Language
Although the controversy over whether or not sign lang­
uage is a language is fading, the question is inherent in 
much of the research pertaining to language acquisition by 
the deaf. The theoretical approach to the study of lang­
uage acquisition of the deaf takes one of two perspectives.
The first considers the deaf as language handicapped and
focuses on the cognitive abilities of the deaf. Although 
findings have been mixed, some studies have implied deaf 
children are deficient in areas of reasoning, abstract 
thinking, and memory, either as the result of cognitive 
deficiencies or, more likely, as the result of "defective 
training" in language (i.e. their lack of oral skills);
The message that comes through is that lang­
uage must support cognitive development at all 
periods if a deaf person...is to function more 
fully as a thinking human being. (Streng 1978:
32).
Proponents of this perspective believe sign language is 
inadequate and that only through oral speech training will
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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deaf children learn language and the satisfaction of cultur­
al and social experiences.
The second approach focuses on dispelling misconcep­
tions concerning sign language, in particular the attitude 
that sign language is iconic, agrammatical and can only 
express concrete concepts. Schlesinger and Namir offered 
this definition:
Sign language is a form of manual communication 
which is used in every community of deaf persons...
It consists of stable, conventional hand movements 
and postures each of which conveys concepts, rem­
iniscent of pantomime but far from being simply 
this. ..sign language is on the whole independent 
of spoken language (1978:1).
This independence from spoken language seems to be the crux 
of the issue. The acceptance of sign language as language 
depends first on the investigator’s definition of language, 
and the evaluation of sign in those terms or in comparison 
with a spoken language (Schlesinger and Namir 1978). Sub­
sequent studies outlined similarities and differences be­
tween manual and oral communication. Wilbur (1980) discus­
sed semantic and grammatical features of sign language. 
Markowicz (1980) argued against misconceptions concerning 
linguistic features of sign. Other works by Stokoe (1966) 
and Battison (1974) investigated the parameters of sign: 
handshape, location, movement and orientation. Boyes-Braem 
(1973) and Mclntire (1974) proposed a developmental sequence 
for learning handshape and devised techniques to transcribe 
these features. The work by Klima and Bellugi (1979)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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recognized both the iconic and arbitrary faces of sign, the 
internal structural properties of sign, and the morpholog­
ical processes in American Sign Language.
Grojean (1977, 1979) and other psycholinguists designed
tasks to study performance structures of sign (production), 
perception, and memorization. They concluded that, although 
characterized by "peripheral traits" based on differences 
due to modality (manual or oral), "at a deeper level of 
analysis the two languages have much in common" (Grosjean 
1980:55) .
The last decade has seen a dramatic increase of 
research into aspects of gestural-visual language for a 
"new perspective on the human capacity for language and the 
form that language takes" (Klima and Bellugi 1979:1).
The study of gestural communication among the deaf is 
complicated by what Woodward (1980) and Cicourel (1978) 
described as sociolinguistic aspects. There are various 
sub-groups which make up the deaf community, including deaf 
children of deaf parents, deaf children of hearing parents 
who learn sign before age 6, or after age 6, hearing adults 
deafened after age 18. Each group learns sign in a unique 
environment, and uses sign in multiple situations, formal 
and informal (home, school, peer group, work). Cicourel 
(1978) identified the variations of sign used in these 
different circumstances as High and Low Signs. Woodward 
(1980) placed the existing variations of gestural systems
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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on a Sign to English continuum: ASL, Signed English, Pidgin
Sign, and Manual English. ASL is the language used by deaf 
parents to deaf children and between peer groups of deaf 
adults and/or deaf children, with the least similarity to 
English syntax. Pidgin Sign combines syntax of English with 
a sign vocabulary. Manual English is used by hearing par­
ents to deaf children and it is the most direct translation 
to English syntax.
Fischer's (1978) comparison of sign language to creole 
offered the following explanation of how the variations of 
sign language developed. Based on the fact that 10 percent 
of the deaf population have deaf parents, Fischer observed 
that the other 90 percent of deaf children learn language 
in an environment with hearing parents who attach a strong 
positive value to English. Those parents generally use a 
form of Pidgin Sign English with their children rather than 
learning ASL, essentially a second language for them Deaf 
children who use Pidgin Sign with parents also use ASL with 
other deaf children. Most teachers of the deaf use some 
form of Signed or Manual English in classroom situations, 
if sign is used at all (Fischer 1978:329).
Even though the research that recognizes ASL as a lang­
uage has increased, only within the last five years has this 
evidence begun to alter the social reality of those using 
sign language, more specifically those deaf children learn­
ing language.
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The dichotomy between the oralists and manualists is
very much a part of that social reality. To understand the
oralist position, one needs to examine an attitude which
took hold in the 1800's; it states:
that thinking took place in speech, and that 
to deprive a deaf child of speech by teaching 
him sign would deprive him of (or interfere 
with) the ability to think (Heinicke cited in 
Wilbur and Jones 1974:743).
This stigma has kept alive the feeling, even among the deaf,
that ASL is somehow inferior to spoken English, and therefore
not acceptable for use outside the deaf community or, in
many cases, not acceptable as a first language for deaf
children. The deaf community has divided itself into two
camps; on one side are the oralists who call themselves
"hearing impaired", and who speech read (lip-read) and speak.
On the other side are the "deaf" who use sign language
(Benderley 1980).
Because of the predominance of the oralist position in
research, the emphasis in residential schools for the deaf
has been on turning deaf children into speakers. Schlesinger
reported the techniques used were not successful. As a
result, educational achievement among the deaf was marked
by a 3 to 4 year language gap; the average deaf adult read
at a fifth grade level; and only 4 percent became proficient
speech readers or speakers (Schlesinger 1978:58). Streng,
an oralist, made the claim that "the ability to acquire
language is very slow in a deaf child (1979:81) and "deaf
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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children don't reach competence with even simple syntactic 
structure until age 4 ” (1978:30). Data from studies of 
deaf children under the age of 3 whose parents use sign or 
sign and speech dispute those claims. Streng criticized 
teaching strategies for the deaf which did not recognize 
that language development for the deaf child follows normal 
child development patterns, even though those patterns may 
occur later chronologically. In particular, Streng stressed 
the importance of deaf children being allowed to develop 
semantic categories first and then to move on toward syntax 
as do normal children. Also she noted the importance of 
situational or contextual cues.
Bateman (1985) noted that, because deafness is being 
detected earlier through advances in auditory testing tech­
niques and increased awareness on the part of medical pro­
fessionals and parents, deaf children are now able to part­
icipate in language-learning experiences during the first 
three years of their lives. He contrasted this to the cir­
cumstances for deaf children ten years ago whose hearing 
impairments were often neither detected nor accepted until 
they were three and four years old.
Some educational, institutions emphasize "total commun­
ication" and advocate the use of a variety of language 
tools: amplification, ASL, and Manual English. The goal
is to have children understand spoken and written English, 
so they are encouraged to speak and sign simultaneously.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Parents participate in the c h i l d ’s language development as 
soon as possible by learning to sign with speech (Bateman 
1985, per s . comm.). There has been a shift to "bimodal 
input" (Schlesinger 1978) as hearing parents learn to sign 
in order to enhance the language development of their deaf 
infants .
Sign language is generally considered to be 
helpful in the development of deaf children 
when it is used with positive affect, with­
out conflict, is accompanied by speech and 
auditory training, and is used early before 
a feeling of communicative impotence occurs 
between parent and child (Schlesinger 1978:
68 ) .
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF OTHER RELEVANT LITERATURE
Before sign language can be considered as significant 
linguistic input in the pre-phonetic and one-word stage, 
some explanation of the normal linguistic input and ex­
pression is necessary. Various aspects of the interaction 
between mother and infant as a primary source of linguistic 
information are discussed in the literature. The language 
a mother uses with her i nfant, or "motherese", serves sev­
eral functions:
1) makes language learning task easier because 
mothers use short, well-formed sentences, 
and repetition .
2) allows for interpretation (of intent) and 
maintenance of the communication exchange.
3) gets the infant's attention.
4) provides additional opportunities for pro­
cessing (Nelson 1978).
Most adults, as well as older children (siblings) 
modify their speech to infants. In their analysis of "baby 
talk", researchers have considered the questions how and 
why speech is modified (Berko-Gleason 1977; Nelson 1978; 
Sachs 1977). Berko-Gleason suggested "that children help 
shape the language behavior of those who speak to them by 
the kind of feedback they produce" ( 1977:204). Sachs con­
tributed the hypothesis that infants have "perceptual sens­
itivity" to characteristics in adult speech; these charac­
teristics include intonation, rhythm, higher pitch, and 
use of particular sounds. Sachs maintained that if infants 
have perceptual sensitivity, then the early input may
14
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function in :
1) gaining and holding the infant's attention
2) establishing affectional bonds
3) allowing the earliest communication (1977:
59-60) .
Ramey et al (1978) focused on the "bidirectional
effects" of the mother-infant interaction. One of the
implications of the fact that the infant shapes the mother's
behavior towards him is that there is a correlation between
maternal behavior and infant competence. Berko-Gleason
reiterated this:
The mother who decides that her pre-linguistic 
infant is asking for the name of an object has 
made a cognitive decision based on her estimate 
of the child's needs and state of linguistic 
and cognitive development...adults appear to be 
sensitive to even small changes in childrens 
capacities as they develop, a sensitivity that 
is reflected in the adult's speech (1977:204-5).
Infants are cued in to speech addressed to them by the 
special intonation, high-pitch and sounds. The fact that 
infants use these characteristics in their earliest produc­
tions or in "mutual babbling" (Sachs 1977) provides some 
evidence for the bidirectional effects in the mother-infant
The use of intonation and rhythm patterns which becomes 
"babbling and jargon babbling" (reproduction of sentence­
like intonation) was identified as an early stage of commun­
icating during the prelinguistic period, birth to approxim­
ately 2 years (Ferguson and Slobin 1973). The age babbling 
begins corresponds with the age an infant becomes preoccu-
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pied with objects and object interaction through repetitive 
behavior. It may also be related neurophysio1o gica11 y to 
other rhythmic actions such as waving and shaking. The 
appearance of each of these forms of repetitive behavior 
(including babbling) may reflect development of the motor 
cortex of the brain (Bond and Start 1984).
Moore and Meltzoff (1978) also discussed the signifi­
cance of object interaction as a prerequisite for language 
development. Simply put, infants do not learn "words" 
referring to objects until they have the ability to assoc­
iate labels with objects. This capacity for representing 
objects and/or events by symbols requires the ability to 
hold the object in memory and to believe it exists when it 
is no longer in view. An infant in the prelinguistic period 
discovers that utterances (either oral or gestural) produced 
by his caretakers communicate a message (meaning). He dis­
covers that objects in his environment are often part of the 
message, either in terms of identification or of initiating 
actions in relationship to them.
Imitation continues to play a role beyond the infant's 
use of intonation. Imitation provides evidence of the 
infant's developing control of his speech production 
throughout the transition process from pre-phonetic to phon­
etic speech. Clark (1976) challenged the assumption that 
imitation presupposes comprehension. She observed that 
spontaneous imitations in natural settings such as feeding.
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changing and bathing are often superior in structure to 
spontaneous productions recorded during structured observ­
ation sessions. Clark concluded that novel forms do enter 
a child's language through imitation and that the effects 
of imitation on children's speech are too pervasive not 
to be considered useful as a means of advancing a child's 
c o m p etence.
The recurrence of signal (oral and signed) which 
occurs during interactional routines (Boggs and Peters 1982) 
between parents and infants draws a child's attention to 
the importance of sounds and gestures. Some examples of 
such routines include summons-response, build and bust, 
point and name, and read and clap activities. The child 
learns the script so well that he can play either role (in 
some cases) and can eventually initiate and complete the 
routine by himself. These routines convey specific meanings 
through repetitive and predictable verbal and non-verbal 
behaviors, and help a child learn to comprehend two- and 
three-word instructions even before the child uses one-word 
sentences (Sachs and Truswell 1976). Because interactional 
routines structure socializing situation (e.g. turn-taking), 
Boggs and Peters concluded that they become part of the 
motivation process by which language-learning expands. As 
mentioned-, interactional routines suggest some level of 
comprehension before speech production; moreover, they 
demonstrate the developing perception, attention and memory
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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capacities in infants. Researchers have begun to consider 
the data from language acquisition of the deaf for inform­
ation regarding these capacities (perception, attention and 
memory), precursors to imitation, comprehension, and pro­
duction (Brown 1972).
The language learning process for deaf infants involves 
the co-ordination of cognitive capacities and a variety of 
physical skills. Because a deaf infant (learning sign 
language) relies on visual rather than aural feedback, it 
is possible for him to see as well as feel what he is com­
municating (Mclntire 1974). Furthermore, the muscles re­
quired for sign production depend on gross motor control 
rather than the fine motor control required for vocal art­
iculation .
Imitation and interactional routines play a critical 
role in the language acquisition process of deaf infants 
as well as hearing infants, but rather than being cued to 
meanings conveyed by rhythm and intonation, they are cued 
by hand, body and facial gestures. Rather than "cooing” 
the i nfant’s name, a mother of a deaf infant waves or stamps 
her foot on the floor to call to an infant across the room, 
or touches the i n f a n t ’s face to turn his attention to her.
A brief description of the basic components of sign 
language is necessary before a discussion of the data. The 
four components of sign phonology are: the shape of the
h a n d (s ) or "hand configuration"; the location of the hands
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in relation to the body, or "place of formation"; the type 
and direction palm and fingers face. Each sign is made up 
of these components, and a change in only one may alter the 
meaning. Space and movement provide additional semantic 
markers :
1) Space can provide intonat ional cues. A 
pause in midair or move slightly forward 
may indicate a question.
2) Reversal of motion may turn sign into its 
opposite meaning.
3) Movement downward may mark negation.
4) Movement may signal tense, singular or 
plural. (Bellugli and Klima 1972:63).
The place of formation of the sign is acquired before 
the other features because it requires gross motor develop­
ment. Finer control is necessary for proper hand configur­
ation. Just as hearing infants in the babbling stage go 
through a sequence of approximations before they reproduce 
words and sounds correctly, infants learning sign language 
go through a sequence based on developing motor control of 
fingers and hands rather than articulatory muscles.
For example, D . , a hearing infant, with deaf parents went 
through the following sequence before correctly signing 
HORSE:
1) Roughly right place, wrong hand-shape, 
no motion.
2) Roughly right place, wrong hand-shape, 
wrong motion.
3) Right place, wrong hand-shape, right 
motion.
Clearly there are anatomical constraints affecting an in­
fant's acquisition based on five features of hand config-
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uration. This sequence is based on gradually increasing 
ability, both physical and cognitive, such that signs re­
quiring handshapes beyond a baby's performance ability will 
result in a substitution (Mclntire 1977). Factors influenc­
ing the infant's sign production (baby sign) and substit­
ution of handshapes are outlined by Mclntire:
1) Hand shape beyond the physical and cognitive 
abilities.
2) Sign made with preferred finger tip contact 
instead of proper handshape.
3) Miming action instead of proper motion.
4) Nature of feedback (signs made within visual 
field offer potential feedback, influencing
5) Complexity of sign action required beyond 
infant's abilities (1977: 249-252).
The data that are available for deaf infants with normal
language acquisition are limited because much of the work 
done has focused on children with abnormal language patterns. 
Studies that are available confirm two assumptions of this 
research. First, the language-learning process for sign is
the same as it is for speech, allowing differences based on
modality. The second assumption is that infants learning 
sign, or sign and speech simultaneously, produce signed 
utterances earlier and use two-sign combinations before they 
use two-word combinations. The discussion of language ac­
quisition is multifaceted, but in this paper I focus on two 
aspects; one is that the motor development required by a 
visual/gestural modality precedes that required by an aural/ 
oral modality. The second is that the manual nature of sign 
requires both physical contact and a high degree of social
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interaction, contributing to the advancement from the one- 
word to the two-word stage.
It is important to remember that the variability in the 
onset and rate of language acquisition is influenced by sim­
ilar cognitive and social factors influencing language dev­
elopment in the hearing world. The data concerning whether 
language input was bimodal, oral or ASL are not always in­
cluded in every study, so comparisons between studies are 
risky. The examples cited represent the few instances in 
which the language-learning process w a s n ’t complicated by 
factors such as residual hearing increased by amplification, 
or negative feedback related to the combined use of sign 
with speech. Examples chosen here reflect only those cases 
of profound deafness either for the deaf parents or deaf 
c h i l d r e n .
F.F., a deaf infant of deaf parents, the subject of 
M c l n t i r e ’s research (1974,1977), started signing at 9 months, 
and by 10 months had a vocabulary of 20 items, including 
two-sign utterances. By 13 months, F.F. had acquired 85 
signs, and by 21 months used more than 200 signs. Schlesinger 
and Meadow (1972) recorded a deaf infant of deaf parents 
who started to sign at 12 months and a hearing infant of 
deaf parents who started to sign at 10 months, each with 
similar increases in his/her vocabulary (data on their 
multi-sign utterances are not available). M ., a deaf child 
with hearing parents began to use sign at 12 months, two-
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sign utterances at 18 months, at the same time he expanded 
his one-sign vocabulary (Hoffmeister and Wilbur 1980). 
Another hearing infant of deaf parents, D ., started at 11 
months, had acquired a vocabulary of 25 words by 18 months, 
and he began two-sign utterances at 17 months. D . ’s spoken 
vocabulary was 35 words at 18 months, with no two-word sen­
tences (Wilbur and Jones 1974). A hearing infant of deaf 
parents studies by Wilbur and Jones (1974) began "finger 
babbling" at 8 months, approximating finger spelling in the 
correct place of formation (near the shoulder).
Pola, a deaf child with deaf parents (Bellugi and Klima 
1972) and D ., a hearing infant of deaf parents (Wilbur and 
Jones 1974) both produced sign combinations paralleling the 
full range of semantic relationships expressed by hearing 
children, including an increase in length of utterance. 
Wilbur and Jones (1974), who observed three hearing infants 
with deaf parents, concluded that bimodal infants develop 
two separate language systems, at the one-word stage and at 
the two-word stage. Hearing infants who learn sign are not 
just translating from one language to another. Other stud­
ies confirmed that the child's use of speech does not appear 
to decrease when signs are learned but actually increases in 
frequency. Children use speech when no sign exists or when 
they havçn't learned equivalent signs (Hoffmeister and 
Wilbur 1979).
Whether the deaf (or hearing) infant receives spoken
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or signed English, ASL or some combination of all three is 
critical to any data analysis for two reasons, cognitive and 
social. The cognitive advantages of bilingualism and bi- 
modalism have been recognized by Schlesinger and Meadow 
(1972), Lambert and Peal (1962), and Hoffmeister and Wilbur
(1978). With respect to specific linguistic tasks, accord­
ing to lanco-Worrall (1972), bilingual children tend to be 
more advanced in recognizing the inherent arbitrariness of 
the relationship between a word and its referent. In light 
of the iconic (pictoral) feature of some signed words, an 
analysis of early vocabularies of bimodal and bilingual deaf 
children might shed light on whether the unique circumstance 
of learning two systems accounts for the earlier acquisition 
of multi-sign utterances.
Deaf children who learn sign early have an easier time 
learning English as a second language than do deaf children 
in oral programs trying to learn it as a first language 
(Moskowitz 1978). Historically, deaf children with deaf 
parents did better academically and psychologically than 
deaf children of hearing parents, due to the parents’ accept­
ance of the deafness, realistic expectations of the child 
and the early social interaction made possible by use of 
sign language.
The cognitive, psychological and emotional advantages 
which resulted from the bilingual system available to deaf 
children of deaf parents have encouraged hearing parents to
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begin communicating with their deaf infants earlier, through
a bimodal system.
Early, reciprocal, meaningful, and joyful 
communication between parents and deaf infants 
could alleviate linguistic retardation and pro­
vide more access to successful communication... 
(Schlesinger 1978:67).
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY
Techniques for Teaching
A sign language study conducted with a normal hearing 
child, E ., of hearing parents began in the pre-phonetic 
stage of language acquisition (11-13 months of age). The 
study continued through the single utterance stage (14-16 
months of age), one-sign and one-word, until the beginning 
of the multi-utterance stage (16-20 months of age), two- 
and three-signs combined, and two-words combined. In the 
following text, these stages are identified as Stage 1,
Stage 2, and Stage 3, respectively. The terms "word" and 
"vocalization" are used to indicate spoken (oral) produc­
tions; the term "sign" indicates signed (manual) produc­
tions. Because, at the beginning of the experiment there 
was no way to predict how or when E. would begin to use sign 
or speech, the techniques used to teach him sign language 
were modified for each of the three stages.
Stage I was a trial period, and a concerted effort was 
made to "teach" E. sign language, as well as speech. 
Throughout the period of study, E . ’s environment provided 
the opportunity for him to observe the use of sign language 
between his parents, the researchers in this study, initial­
ly to encourage imitation and then to reinforce E.'s use of 
sign. A major portion of the linguistic interaction between 
E. and his parents involved simultaneous use of speech and
25
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sign .
It should be made clear that, unlike the language envir­
onment of a deaf child or a hearing child whose parents are 
deaf, E. heard more speech than he saw sign. However, in 
conversations directly involving him, sign language was 
nearly always used. Furthermore, unlike children with deaf 
parents, E. had the choice of using manual or oral language.
Initially, we taught E. sign by molding his han d (s ) to 
the correct handshape, and placing them in the proper loca­
tion, and moving them in the correct manner; and we encour­
aged him to imitate signs. His use of sign during the first 
month was often touch prompted; that is if E. did not respond 
to my question, I repeated the question and touched E.'s 
hands or shoulder, saying "Can you show me the sign?" or 
"What is the sign?" If E. used "baby signs" (substitutions 
of baby handshapes for handshapes limited by motor develop­
ment) consistently, we recorded them as acquired signs (baby 
sign is discussed in more detail in Chapter II).
The first signs taught to E. related directly to his 
immediate needs: EAT, DRINK, MORE, UP, DOWN, and a home sign
of fingers holding the nose to indicate he needed a diaper 
change, POOP. Signed utterances are indicated in the follow­
ing text by use of all capital letters (EAT, APPLE, etc.); 
spoken utterances are in all small case with quotation marks 
("mama"); words signed and spoken together are indicated by 
capital letters in quotation marks ("IN", "DONKEY").
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Imitation and repetition were used as positive techni­
ques to reinforce learning. During meals, we used signs 
frequently in reference to E . ’s or our own actions. Point­
ing to foods or glasses of milk, juice or water, we used 
the appropriate signs.
We also used picture books when demonstrating signs to 
E. The Sesame Street Sign Language Fun book provided us 
with signs for items relevant in a c h i l d ’s environment, 
along with colorful pictures which attracted E . ’s attention. 
We sign-read a book about opposites, Big-Little. We molded 
these signs on E.'s hands, but he did not imitate or initi­
ate their use as we sign-read. The turning point of the 
study was the day E ., while sitting alone with this book, 
signed one of each of four contrasting pairs: IN, TALL,
BIG, OVER, and UP and DOWN. Although this single spontan­
eous production was not an indication of comprehension, it 
did suggest E. was in fact, perceiving the sign input, paying 
attention to the signs, and remembering them. We decided E. 
was ready for an increase in sign input.
The techniques were modified during Stage 2 in that 
attention shifted from whether E. could sign to how much he 
would use sign language. The techniques used for introduc­
ing and teaching new sign vocabulary items during State 2 
included ■ conversation, picture books and games. Sign use 
became integrated into E.'s communication patterns, allowing 
him to learn language rather than just individual signs.
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We continued to use signs in the natural context of 
mealtime, changing, play and in sessions with picture books. 
There was a decrease in the number of times the signs needed 
to be molded or repeated, E. acquired signs more readily. 
Sign language and speech were used to identify and discuss 
objects and people in E.'s surroundings: book, toothbrush,
bed, dog, shoes, duck, dad, e t c . In Stage 1, simplified 
syntax and rout ini zed one- and two-sign/word phrases were 
used. As E. acquired single sign utterances, we increased 
the number of signs in an utterance. For example, during 
Stage 1, E. was asked "Do you want a DRINK?", "DRINK?" or 
DRINK? (Sign with no vocalization). During Stages 2 and 3 
the same question was "Do YOU (POINT) want a DRINK?", MORE 
DRINK? or WANT MORE DRINK? Other conversational settings 
involved statements, rather than questions: "Daddy is EATing
MORE APPLE", "Let's READ the BOOK", "SEE the dog."
Picture books were used during Stages 2 and 3 to expand 
E.'s vocabulary as well as to satisfy his interest in naming 
Because many picture books for young children center on the 
baby animal theme, they provided us with the opportunity to 
use one book as a teaching tool to identify the animals and 
the others to check E.'s comprehension of the sign.
The routine of reading (signing) the same books set up 
a repetitive situation in which the child knew what phrases 
we would use. The situation created the opportunity for 
parents' phrases to recur in the child's speech (Nova 1985).
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Observing us sign-read a variety of books was a language 
learning experience for E.
Picture books served as an object of much linguistic 
interaction between parent and child. E. requested us to 
read books to him. Books were a technique for using sign 
beyond the recurrence of parents' sign and speech. For 
example, E. knew the sign for elephant; while looking at a 
book Goodnight Moon with me, he signed ELEPHANT, ELEPHANT, 
even though there were no elephants apparent in the picture. 
I asked "Where's the ELEPHANT?" and E. pointed to a small 
elephant in the background of the picture. The incident is 
significant in that it gave us insight into what level of 
detail E. was perceiving while looking at a picture book. 
Being able to sign elephant expanded E.'s ability to be an 
initiating participant in a conversation, which is certainly 
an essential part of language development.
Collecting and Recording Data
The child's sign use was observed and recorded daily 
on the basis of specific criteria in an effort to distin­
guish between imitation, comprehension and spontaneous pro­
duction. During the first month, we recorded whether a sign 
used had to be touch prompted, molded on E.'s hands or if 
he imitated the sign. These aspects gave clues about the 
child's manual dexterity and his willingness and/or readi­
ness to watch for manual cues. If E. only imitated a sign 
but never initiated its use, the sign was not recorded as
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part of his vocabulary.
Initially, both parents recorded signs E. used in sep­
arate notebooks. No formal time was set aside for "sign 
language", rather, observations were made in the context of 
everyday events. As the study proceeded, one person record­
ed observations of both parents; as one parent interacted 
with the child, the other observed and recorded.
The first criterion E. had to satisfy before a sign 
utterance was recorded was comprehension; E. demonstrated 
by his behavior/response that he understood the meaning of 
the sign (e.g., E. was asked to bring a book from the other 
room. He brings a book). The second criterion was u s e ;
E. used the sign correctly in response to a question, or in 
response to a question, or in the correct context (e.g.,
E. sees parent eating, signs EAT). The final criterion was 
spontaneous production, which required E. to initiate use of 
a sign (e.g.. Riding in the car E. signs DRINK, DRINK, is 
offered a cup of milk, drinks it all).
I kept a daily journal with observations about the con­
text and events involving sign use and vocal utterances.
E . ’s father recorded signs in list fashion with appropriate 
notations concerning whether a sign was touch prompted, 
molded, imitated and which of the criteria it met. Notes 
were compared and after mutual agreement that a sign was 
used, it was recorded on a wall calendar (Table 1). This 
wall calendar was kept for the first three months so the
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S u n d a y M o n d a y
drink-SP
up-C
down-i
eat-SP
up-SP
poop-i
up-SP in-SP
down-SP ower-SP 
poop-SP tall-SP 
big-SP bOdk-U
big-SP cont-SP 
tall-SP bed-SP 
book-SP 
toothbrush-SP
bird-SP
out-SP
in-SP
SEPTEMBER:
drink-ffl,i
eat-in,!
drink-SP
eat-U
up-U
duck-SP
down-i
iE-SP
pocp-C
mama-m,i
down-SP
poop-SP
big-SP
tall-SP
book-SP
fat-m,i
ower-i
bird-SP
in-i
in-SP
out-SP
cat-i
T u e s d a y
A DAILY CALENDAR
W e d n e s d a y  T h u r s d a y F r i d a y S a t u r d a y
drink-m
eat-m,i
drink-SP
duck-SP
eat-SP
down-i,C
poop-C
mama-m
down-SP
poop-SP
tall-i
big-i
book-U
big-SP
tall-SP
in-M
bed-SP
ffldnsHU
book-SP
bird-SP
dog-i
cat-i
book-SP (read)
drink-C 
eat-m,i
drink-SP 
eat-SP 
down-i,ID 
duck-SP
up-SP
poop-U
book-i
toothbrush-C,U
down-SP big-i 
poop-SP bed-SP 
tall-C
toothbrush-SP
bird-SP
in-i
drink-SP down-i 
eat-SP comb-i
up-SP bed-i
toothbrush-i
down-C
poop-U
mama-i
book-C
down-SP 
tall-U 
big-U
toothbrush-SP
bed-SP
ouer-m in-ra 
fat/thin-m 
book-SP (Means 
read to me)
over-i
bird-SP
eat-C
drink-C,U
duck-i
eat-SP
up-SP
poop-i
duck-SP
down-C
poop-U
book-C
down-SP 
tall-SP 
big-SP
toothbrush-SP
book-SP
bed-SP
ouer-m
in-m
tall-SP
many-i
in-C
out-SP (Points mean­
ing dog)
drink-U 
eat-C,U 
up-i
OCTOBER:
eat-SP
up-SP
poop-i
down-U 
poop-SP 
book-C,U 
bed-i
tall-SP 
big-SP 
book-SP 
toothbrush-SP
bed-SP
fat/thin-m
out-SP
Blank Days; no signs recorded
C-Comprehension
U-Uses correctly in response
SP-Spontaneous Production (Imitates Use)
SYMBOL KEY:
tp-touch prompted 
m-molded 
i-imitation
Signs underlined when they meet 
five-day consecutive initiated 
use and no longer are recorded.
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NOVEMBER:
ouer-C
out-SP
in-SP
read book-SP
over-C
in-SP
read book-SP
ower-C
in-SP
cat-i hat-i,C
cwer-St'
hat-U
ower-SP
hat-U
ower-SP ower-SP
hat-SP
ower-SP
hat-SP
shoe-SP
hat-SP
shoe-SP
hat-SP
shoB-SP ahoe-SP shoe-SP fish-m
mouse-m
read book-SP 
oh my-l,C 
hat-SP
read book-SP
mouse-i
flsh-i,C
read book-SP 
oh my-SP
read book-SP 
oh my-SP 
hush-SP
fish-C,U mouse-C
read book-SP 
oh my-SP 
hush-SP 
more-m
oh my-SP 
hush-SP 
more-C,tp 
apple-1,C
gh my-SP
hush-SP
more-C
hush-SP f»Jsh-SP more-SP more-SP DECEMBER;
more-U
fish-SP
more-SP
fishrSP
apple-SP
fish-SP 
apple-SP
fish-SP 
apple-SP
more-SP
fish-SP
apple-SP
more-SP 
more drink-SP 
apple-SP
more eat-SP 
more drink-SP 
apple-SP
more eat-SP 
more drink-SP
more eat-SP 
more drink-SP
more eat-SP 
more drink-Sp
more eat-SP
C/)
C/)
Blank Days: no signs recorded
C-Comprehension
U-Uses correctly in response
SP-Spontaneous Production (Imitates Use)
Symbol key:
tp- touch prompted 
m-molded 
i-imitation Signs underlined when they meet five-day consecutive initiated 
use and no longer are recorded.
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kinds of sign use and the frequency of each sign used 
could be easily checked. Signs were recorded on the calen­
dar only if E.'s use of the sign met the criteria. E. may 
have used a sign several times during a given day and, on 
the basis of those uses, each of us decided whether the use 
indicated comprehension (C), use, (U), or if it was spon­
taneously produced (SP). If a sign was recorded as touch- 
prompted early in the day and later observed as initiated 
use (SP), we recorded it as (SP), for that day. Some days 
on the calendar are blank for one of three reasons: we did
not have time to observe and record" accurate data that day;
E. was sick; or E.'s use did not satisfy the criteria. 
Sometimes initiated use (SP) was not an indication of compre­
hension; E. sometimes spontaneously produced a sign and then 
did not use it again for several days. However, spontaneous 
production usually occurred in the proper context, or as an 
appropriate response to a situation (not necessarily a ques­
tion), such that after (SP) five days in a row, we agreed 
that the other criteria were satisfied and the sign was re­
corded as part of E.'s vocabulary. Another reason the cal­
endar ends in mid-December is that we traveled away from 
home for three weeks and it was not possible to keep up the 
data collection during that period.
As E. began to acquire signs more rapidly (without mold­
ing or repetition) and as responses consistently indicated 
comprehension, the criterion of five days of consecutive
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use was reduced to three days. As with vocalizations, E. 
sometimes used a sign several times before we observed use. 
Because we worked with a visual-manual mode of language, it 
was not possible to set up a tape recorder in the room to 
collect all of his utterances; nor was it financially or 
physically possible to use video equipment. We conducted 
a video tape session when E. was 18 months old. A family 
friend, an 11 year old girl who was familiar with the pro­
ject conducted the session by having E. identify pictures 
and respond to her instructions in sign language. A person 
other than the parents was used to avoid the possibility of 
E.'s responses being interpreted as the result of parent- 
infant routine.
As E.'s utterances increased to two-and three-sign and 
sign/word combinations, use was recorded in a daily journal 
but the wall calendar was discontinued because E.'s utter­
ances were too numerous and too long for the calendar.
After the utterance was used three times, it was recorded on 
a long-term chart (Table 2). Notations were made to de­
scribe whether E. used a vocalization with a sign all of the 
time, or only some of the time. This was done to determine 
if E. was learning signs for words he did not articulate, or 
for words he did produce vocally, and to determine what sort 
of duplication there was between the two modes. As stated 
in Chapter II, D ., the hearing child of deaf parents, devel­
oped two separate systems (Wilbur and Jones 1974).
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION FOR A HEARING INFANT LEARNING SIGN LANGUAGE
SIGN VOCABU-AfTY ACQUIRED
1 * 
13 Nonths , 14 Months ,
1
15 Months 1 16 Months ■
1
17 Months ■
1
IB Months ' 1
1
19 Months 't1 • 
bye-bye , eat up , hat 1 fish(v) 1 orange (v) ' eyes feet ' pig kiss '
drink , bed down , shoe 1 apple 1 cheese ' ears head ' racoon bug '
tXick , book poop(") 1 OUt(*) 1 mouse (NRV) • want ' toes friend ' seal(v) hot '
, bird cat (NR) , hush t more(w) • sit ' fingers seed ' good(NR) ’
1 big dog (NR) , . oh my (v) 1 walk(NR) ' nose car(v) ' one at a time (*) '
, tall , in 1 love you ' arms pee(u) ' woodpecker (V) '
1 toothbrush i 
1 1
MULTI-SIGN UTTERANCCS
over 1 
1
all gone ' 
1
elephant(v) bunny(") 
koala bear(*) '
t
eat(horse) ' 
donkey(V) '
11
t read book i more drink i want apple ' want shoes ' more kiss '
1
1
1
1
1
1
SPOKEN VGCWUÜVÏY ACQUIRED
more eat • more shoe ' want hat ' 
more book ' want down ' 
want more drink seeds-sll gone-seeds' 
want more apple ' 
more-all gone-more ' 
1 •
* 1
out shoes ' 
drink all gone ' 
read book "mama" ' 
"mama" more book '
"please" ' 1
I
ba(book) , ii>-uh(out) 
nun nun (NR)^ imitates:
ba(ll) wad-dle ' baby ' na-wee (cat) ' sh(juice) cow '
1 in da (down) ' ta (tower) ' moo(n) ' dog ha(t) |
, horse 1 out mo-tno(more) ' toe ' ba-lu (blue) ' beer poop
, cow 1 sh (shoe) da-do(cracker)' imitates* ' please ' sa(sock) boy '
I owl 1 sh (hush) oh my • lion ' thank you ' moo(se) meat
Î rooster 1 meow sh (fish) » bear ' 1 mit(ten) hee-haw
i chicadee 
1 iwma-mee
1
1
ba (apple) sh (cheese) ' 1
1
tap-tap-tap 
dee-dee(mouse)
20 fcnths
flouer
tree
grape(NR)
want drink 
all gone-more 
want more "meat" 
"cow" over "cow" 
want "shovel mama" 
want more 
tall tree
Sydbol Key*
V-Vocallzatlons used with sign all of the time 
v-Vocalirations used with sign some of the time
"-Home sign used 
NH-Sign not retained
IfW-Sign not retained, replaced by vocalization
For multi-sign utterances, spoken words in "quotations"
dear eyes
bear bite
shovel hoy(horse) 
ba-ba (bubble) 
ua(walk,water) 
ha(house)
ha tovB (hot stove) 
meer (come here) 
read story
U)
VI
36
If E. could not form the correct sign or if no sign fit 
the meaning, a home sign was created and so noted on the 
long term chart (p. 35). Also, notations were used to indic­
ate signs that were not retained, and signs that were not re­
tained because they were replaced by a vocalization, E.'s 
acquisition of spoken vocabulary was also recorded on this 
c h a r t .
E.'s speech development followed the regular patterns 
of pronunciation as outlined by de Villiers and de Villiers
(1979). Of particular relevance to the earliest phonetic 
development, E. reduced single syllable words to a consonant- 
vowel "word approximation" such that ba meant ball, da meant 
duck. Although all of his vocalizations were not transcribed 
phonetically, these reductions were recorded because the same 
"word approximation" (ba, da, sh, w a , sa) usually had several 
meanings. This is of note in that any particular sign used 
by E. had only one meaning and, in cases where he used an am­
biguous approximation with a sign, his meaning was communic­
ated by the sign, not by the vocalization.
Techniques for Testing Comprehension
The procedures developed to test comprehension fall 
into two categories. The first category involved asking the 
child to choose something. Tests used during Stages 1 and 2 
concentrated on item (object) identification. The second 
category involved asking the child to d^ something. This 
category applied to Stage 2 and 3, because E. was given two
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and three word/sign instructions to which to respond. Dur­
ing Stage 3 it became important to determine that E. was not 
responding on the basis of a key word (sign), or by using a 
practiced routine.
Comprehension tests need to be designed to ensure the 
researcher is: a) discovering what the child really knows,
and b) not asking the child to do something he would anyway 
(deVilliers and deVilliers 1979). Because the researchers, 
as parents used routines and imitations as teaching techni­
ques, it was necessary to prepare test instructions which 
varied from those routines. Some examples from State 2 are 
"KISS the APPLE", "Put BOOK UNDER CHAIR" (normal routines 
were "KISS the RABBIT", "Put BOOK ON table." In some cases 
we found it necessary to separate verbal comprehension from 
sign comprehension. In order to accomplish this, instruc­
tions were spoken only during some interactions, in an effort 
to eliminate the possibility of imitation. During other in­
teractions, instructions were signed only, to avoid verbal 
cueing. These two sets of instructions were integrated into 
the everyday play session atmosphere.
Ferguson and Slobin (1973) outlined the following test­
ing methods which were the basis for verifying acquisition 
of a sign throughout the study. The methods include:
1) Pointing to an object
2) Giving an object
3) Placement of an object
4) Finding an object
These testing methods were incorporated into play sessions.
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meal preparation, and reading sessions. E, was asked to 
imitate a sign, then given the opportunity to identify ob­
jects (toys, animals, foods, etc.) in another book or sit­
uation by signing in response to "What is this?" The fol­
lowing type of instructions were used:
"Find the (SHOE,HAT)."
"Where is the (BIRD, BED)?"
"What is (IN, UNDER) the box?"
"Give (RABBIT, DUCK) a KISS."
"Bring ME(POINT) your (SHIRT, SHOE)."
"Show me the sign for ( )."
"Point to the (APPLE, F L O WER)."
"Ethan WANT (UP, DOWN, DRINK)?"
"Pick up the (TOOTHBRUSH)."
Although E. used the locative POINT, it was not recorded as 
a sign. If given a choice between an apple or an orange 
and he pointed, he was asked "What is this?" or "What is 
the sign for this?"
We were interested in determining E.'s comprehension 
of both oral and manual instruction but we were equally in­
terested in his ability to communicate. E.'s ability to 
initiate and spontaneously produce multi-sign utterances 
along with his ability to respond appropriately suggest 
that he understood and used language.
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CHAPTER IV 
SIGN LANGUAGE DATA FOR E 
E. started signing at 11 months with a wave for bye- 
bye and a locative POINT, gestures used by most infants. 
Actual sign instruction and recording began two months 
later when E. was 13 months old. By 16 months of age, he 
had acquired a vocabulary of 25 signs and 15 words, three 
of which were glosses for ba (book, apple, ball), three of 
which were for sh (shoe, hush, fish). He began vocalizing 
or using his first words at 13 months, ba (book), num-num 
(eat or drink).
E. produced his first two-sign utterance, READ BOOK 
at 15 months and used four different two-sign sentences by 
the following month. He produced three-sign sentences by 
17 months of age, and continued to expand his sign vocab­
ulary. At 20 months he had a vocabulary of 60 signs, and 
had produced 18 different multi-sign utterances and six 
sign/word combination sentences.
Several aspects of E.'s sign acquisition, summarized 
on Table 1, (p. 35), are explained here in more detail:
pre-sign comprehension, signs used with vocalizations, signs 
dropped, signs not learned, home signs and substitutions, 
multi-sign utterances.
Before his first birthday, E. understood these vocal 
requests: "Give me a kiss." "Put your arms around me."
"Go get a book." "Find your pants." We played a nose-
39
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beeping game, a "routine" in which the instructions varied: 
"Beep Daddy's nose." "Does yours work?" "Does Mom's work?" 
"Operate it." "Operate your nose." "Operate his." Event­
ually any one of these requests would elicit the appropriate 
action. E. used a bye-bye wave appropriately, pointed at 
objects he could not reach. His first vocalization, "num- 
num" was a general reference to eating and drinking and he 
dropped it when he learned the signs EAT and DRINK.
Another sign E. learned in the first month of the study 
was a home sign for POOP, The use of home signs was a re­
sult of our inability to find a sign for the object or con­
cept, or because it was a gestural representation used be­
fore we showed him the proper sign. The initial gesture 
stuck, often despite attempts to correct it. E. imitated 
the POOP gesture (holding fingers to nose) during changing 
and soon initiated or spontaneously produced it correctly, 
to let me know he had a soiled diaper. However, it became 
part of a routine in that when he signed POOP, I would reach 
to pick him up, he then crawled or ran away. He used the 
sign to initiate a "chase me" game. Because there were 
still times he used the sign appropriately, I include it as 
a sign acqui r e d .
E. used some signs only once or twice; they were either 
molded or imitated. One possible explanation for discontin­
uing involved his ability to produce the corresponding word, 
or some vocal representation that was "fun" for E. For
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example, E ’s favorite animal was a horse, but he did not 
learn the sign HORSE. He used an exaggerated whinny that 
usually elicited positive feedback and imitation. Similar­
ly, the sign SHEEP (which involves a complex action of 
fingers as scissors on one hand shearing wool off the other 
arm) was not acquired. E. had lambs and chose to imitate 
the bleating sound (baa-baa) often eliciting a response 
from the lambs.
Whether or not E. was making a choice between the man­
ual or oral utterance cannot be substantiated by my data.
It does seem possible, however, that the sort of feedback 
he received for both his horse and lamb imitations may have 
been a motivating factor for their use.
Examples of signs used and not retained are DOG, CAT, 
and MOUSE, WALK, JUMP, and GOOD. The sign for DOG (slap to 
thigh and snap fingers) was only approximated, then dropped 
and replaced by a point with a vocalization " o u t , out"
(gloss) to imitate my reprimand to the family dog. The sign 
for CAT (open fingers moving over cheeks, imitating whiskers) 
was replaced after three imitations by a vocalization "meow". 
MOUSE (index finger twitching under wrinkled nose) was re­
placed because a picture book about "Dee Dee the Mouse" 
reinforced the notion that a mouse was "dee-dee".
WALK, JUMP, and GOOD were signs that were within E . 's 
manual ability but did not become part of his natural reper­
toire; possibly these signs referred to something beyond
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E . ’s cognitive ability or interest. Referential signs (like 
words) are sometimes used briefly, then stored in memory 
while others are being learned. Signs may have been aban­
doned simply because an appropriate context did not arise 
to use t h e m .
The other sign E. was able to produce, but did not ac­
quire was COOKIE. Rather, he used his own vocal representa­
tion for cracker, ”da-do” to refer to cookies, and cracker­
like f o o d s .
Another reason some signs were not acquired involved 
the difficulty of the sign. If the corresponding word was 
not within his verbal ability either, E. used a substitute 
form. The home signs for elephant and koala bear are exam­
ples. In some cases E. tried an approximation of the word 
(following the consonant-vowel pattern). These approxima­
tions had multiple meanings (e.g., "ba” : book, ball, apple;
"moo": cow, moon, moose; "sh": fish, hush, cheese, juice,
shoe; " w a " : walk, water).
Substitutions were generally baby signs, that is, signs 
using handshape or movement approximations within his motor 
development. Unlike the vocal approximations, a baby sign 
had only one meaning and was generally more effective for 
communicating. The only instance of duplication was the 
sign OUT. E. learned the sign for IN but could not reverse 
the action to form OUT. His sign for OUT was a locative 
POINT. His sign for DOG was a similar POINT, but combined
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with a vocalization, "out— o ut” (gloss).
Some signs seemed within E.'s cognitive and physical 
abilities but were substituted by another sign. WAKE UP 
and SLEEP, each iconic configurations involved the opening 
or closing of his eyes, WAKE UP uses finger and thumb of 
each hand together in front of each eye, opening as eyes 
open. SLEEP is a single downward motion of an open hand, 
palm in, over the face, eyes closing as fingers and thumb 
close. E. used the sign BED (laying the side of head onto 
palm of one hand with the other hand perpendicular at wrist, 
palm down) to indicate sleep or when identifying a picure 
of a person/animal with his eyes closed. When asked or 
told TIME to WAKE UP, E. also signed BED. He never expand­
ed BED to MORE BED, so I do not think his use of BED was a 
request, rather a comment: I'm in BED.
In the cases that E. knew both the sign and the word, 
three circumstances were observed and recorded:
1) He used the vocalization all the time with 
the s i g n .
2) He used the vocalization some of the time 
with the sign.
3) He did not use the sign and word simultan­
eously.
Examples for the first circumstance are the signs PEE, WOOD­
PECKER, SEAL, and DONKEY. Each of these signs had iconic 
features, and the vocalizations were imitations of the 
sound, "tap-tap-tap", the bark of a seal, "hee-haw". Exam­
ples of the second circumstance are the signs FISH, ORANGE, 
CAR, OH MY, and MORE. When the sign MORE was used as a
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pivot word in multi-sign utterances, E. did not use a vocal­
ization. The use of vocalizations with the other four signs 
followed no such pattern.
The final circumstance involved E.'s acquisition of 
both the sign and the word. BOOK, SHOE, APPLE, CHEESE, IN 
are examples of signs for which E, knew the corresponding 
word. The words, however, were approximations that had 
multiple meanings and in many cases E.'s use of these words 
was ambiguous and unsuccessful. He often followed the word 
with the non-ambig uous sign. IN was the exception because 
E.'s vocal production of "in" was correct.
E. acquired one-sign utterances to identify objects, 
actions, or to request objects. The sign BOOK was used to 
request the action "Read me a book", not just as a request 
for another book. His first two-sign production was the 
expansion of BOOK to READ BOOK. After acquiring this two- 
sign utterance, BOOK was used exclusively as a noun.
Similarly, DRINK and EAT had several functions: to
identify the action, to identify objects as something to 
eat or drink, and to request something to eat or drink.
The second two-sign utterance E. acquired reflects an ex­
pansion of the latter function, requesting MORE EAT, or MORE 
D R I N K .
Other semantic relationships apparent in E.'s two- and 
three-sign utterances are recurrence MORE SHOE, MORE KISS, 
WANT MORE APPLE; non-existence MORE-ALL GONE-MORE (watching
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dog eat biscuit and then eat another one), S E E D S ,ALL-GONE, 
SEEDS; DRINK ALL GONE; action WANT DOWN; attributive-noun 
TALL TREE. There are not enough instances to draw any con­
clusions regarding syntactic development other than the one 
stated previously: early sign combinations express a range
of semantic categories found in early speech,
E . ’s acquisition of three-sign productions occurred at 
a point when he produced only six or seven distinct words, 
several consonant-vowel approximations and animal sounds.
E.'s oral language development followed the normal rate and 
pattern discussed in the literature. Hearing children ac­
quire three to twenty words between 15 and 18 months of age, 
with the first word appearing between 10 and 13 months of 
age. Between 18 and 21 months, the vocabulary size in­
creases five times, but two-word combinations do not usually 
occur much before 24 months. Infants, deaf and hearing, 
who learn sign language produce combinations at least six 
months earlier. Some deaf infants produce sign combinations 
at 10 months of age, or 12 to 14 months in advance of hear­
ing infants' first production of spoken combinations. E. 
produced combinations using two signs at 15 months and 16 
months, using three signs at 17 months of age, whereas he 
did not produce his first spoken combination until he was 
20 m o n t h s .
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Why would anyone teach a hearing infant sign language? 
Although some studies point out that hearing infants 
acquire the rules of syntax regardless of varying levels 
of linguistic input, the fact that language "happens" with­
out specific linguistic interaction, seems more a statement 
of an infant's need to communicate, than evidence limiting 
the significance of social interaction as a pre-requistite 
for language. Some linguists question the impact of mother- 
ese (modified adult speech) as a technique to teach language 
or to increase the rate of language learning. Similarly, 
deaf infants who cannot acquire an oral system, and who are 
not exposed to a manual system, develop a gestural system 
"with language-like properties" without parental modeling 
or feedback (Goldin-Meadow and Mylander 1983). However, 
Fowler (1983) concluded that appropriate linguistic stimul­
ation is a pre-requisite for developing comprehension; and 
that language is less dependent on other sensorimotor skills 
than assumed. The primary conclusion of my study is that 
sign language is effective as a means of developmental stim­
ulation and is useful for early communication between par­
ents and infants.
Deaf language acquisition studies document earlier pro­
duction of sign language, including multi-sign sentences. 
Deaf or hearing infants have the cognitive capacity to use
4 6
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language as well as "greater manual dexterity than usually 
assumed in child development textbooks" (Schlesinger 1978: 
80). Fowler (1983) claimed that infants who are given ver­
bal stimulation produce speech at an earlier age (8 to 12 
months) than Neo-Piagetians suggest (10 to 18 months).
The subject of this study, E ., produced three— sign 
sentences at 16 months and combined signs and words to pro­
duce three and four unit sentences at 19 months, well in 
advance of his first two-word utterance. His sign vocabul­
ary at 18 months was comparable to that of bimodal infants 
with deaf parents. His spoken vocabulary was also compar­
able to that of other oral language learners. Although 
this study does not provide long-term data sufficient to 
prove that use of sign language increases or speeds up verbal 
production, this is an area for future research. E . ’s use 
of word-sign combinations followed the pattern suggested 
in research by Schlesinger and Meadow (1972) who reported 
that as children advance in knowledge of both oral and man­
ual communication, their use of speech, either alone or with 
signs gradually increases and their use of signs alone de­
creases. Certainly, E.'s use of sign did not interfere with 
his acquisition of speech.
The data presented in this study do support the hypoth­
esis presented by Hoffmeister and Wilbur (1980), Wilbur and 
Jones (1974) and Schlesinger (1978), that an infant has the 
cognitive capacity to learn one language in two modalities.
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Furthermore, it disputes the oralist assertion that learning 
sign language interferes with an infant's capacity to think 
or to learn to speak. Finally, this study provides an ex­
ample of a child using sign language to communicate before
he can produce spoken language.
In the past, studies of 'n ormal' language development 
were used to assist in designing educational procedures for 
the deaf and hearing impaired (the presumed language-handi­
capped). Recent studies of language acquisition of the deaf
indicate not only that sign language (ASL and Signed English)
allows the learning potential of deaf children to be realiz­
ed; it may provide insight into the sources of individual 
differences or variability in the rate and patterns of lang­
uage a c q u i s t i o n . Potentially, deaf language acquisition 
studies will assist in designing educational procedures for 
developing speech.
Future research of bimodal infants, deaf and hearing, 
should be designed to analyze whether or not signs are ac­
quired because articulation of specific words is beyond the 
infant's capacity, or whether other factors are involved.
My only observation of this point is that some vocalizations 
were "fun" and perhaps initiated positive feedback. Another 
possible area of research is the effect of early sign use 
on an infant's rate of development of motor coordination. 
Finally, "motherese" of the deaf needs to be more carefully 
examined as a contributing factor of early sign language
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acquisition. Parent-infant interaction with deaf infants 
is aimed toward maximizing visual attention and message 
reception (Maestas y Moores 1978). Deaf parents form signs 
both with the i n f a n t ’s hands and on his body. The eye con­
tact between parents and i n f a n t ’s ability to focus on and 
imitate facial gestures should be studies for clues about 
early development of sensorimotor skills and comprehension 
ca p a c i t i e s .
The importance of social interaction in ’’realizing the 
potential of language development” is made clear by consid­
ering reactions by hearing parents who discover they have 
a deaf infant. During a period of psychological and emo­
tional adjustment, some parents stop interacting with the 
infant, not only linguistically but physically. Some par­
ents do not adjust; they deny the deafness until the child 
is two or three years old, often at the cost of retarding 
the infant socially and linguistically.
Hearing parents who do adjust are presented with a sit­
uation of learning a 'second language’ and teaching it to 
their child. At first they are self-conscious about the 
speech they use. Once they get beyond seeing the deaf in­
fant as a ’’Big E ar” (Bateman 1985), they begin to use sign 
and speech naturally and integrate language into the in­
f a n t ’s life in the same ways as do parents with hearing in­
fants. Using sign language (a bimodal approach) allows 
hearing parents to communicate and to reduce the trauma and
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separation deafness created for both infants and parents 
in the pas t .
Teaching sign language to deaf and hearing infants not 
only helps nourish curiosity and sociability, it gives the 
child incentive to communicate and the subject matter with 
which to work (Schlesinger and Meadow 1972).
A social interaction experiment using sign language 
yields both intellectual and personal conclusions. I would 
like to close with a comment about the more personal and 
emotional benefits felt throughout the study, the reasons 
that kept the experiment going. From as early as 13 months 
of age, E. could tell us if he wanted a drink or an apple 
or if his stomach hurt; there was simply less anxiety for 
us as parents and less discomfort for him because he could 
tell us exactly what he needed. Vocabulary lists of words 
or signs acquired only tell part of the story; those words 
or signs met the criteria, but there was a lot more "talking” 
going on. As a parent and as a researcher, I feel that the 
positive "bi-directional effects" of the parent-infant in­
teraction motivated E. to learn sign.
To summarize, early sign communication allowed us to 
more directly participate in the language learning process 
of our infant, to respond more appropriately to his needs, 
and to observe his developing ability to perceive his world. 
Each of these processes became part of a very intimate bond­
ing with our infant.
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